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1. Background

In June 2012, SAA and iSolutions changed the way in which students would see their results in separating out the finalists’ and continuing students’ exam marks. iSolutions used the dummy test person, Peter Demo Jones, to try and test the results of this work in the live system. However, issues were experienced with the dummy student record because of the significant testing across various projects over the years which had impacted on the quality of the record.

In order to ensure that Peter Demo Jones was fit for the original purpose to provide a student to test out Self-Service, a number of rules were consequently agreed to ensure consistency and quality.

2. Policy

Staff are asked to test in the Practice environment or any other environment other than Live. Practice is cloned on a monthly basis so is relatively up-to-date with the exception of when new functionality has just gone live and needs to be confidence tested.

If there has to be testing in Live, staff are asked to consider whether it could be done for real on another student record. For example, if we are confidence testing after an upgrade or change, explore whether we could find a real change that needs to be made as part of the confidence test.

As of July 2012, the data in Peter Demo Jones’ record was cleaned up and, following a request from the ID Card/Entitlement project, this record has been set up as a First Year UG student on Programme 4428 for 2012/13, with a ‘real’ address for PM and TT.

Staff are asked not to change any data in Peter Demo Jones’ record in the Live environment without first consulting with the Student Administration Systems Support Team, via a request through ServiceLine.